Abstract It is very important to IT users that the Cloud service provides dynamic extension of IT resources and cost-saving. However, the reliability for Cloud service hinders utilizing Cloud service actively. Existing studies on assessment program for Cloud Service are executed by extracting information security assessment articles and adding features of cloud services by referencing ISO/IEC 27001:2005. This paper will review the recently released ISO/IEC 27001:2013 for the addition, reduction, and changing of articles for Controls and Control objectives. Comparative analysis for the Controls of ISO/IEC 27001:2013 with those of CSA CCMv.3, FedRAMP which is an assessment program for Cloud service will suggest Control Objects of Information Security Management System for related Cloud service. The suggestion of Controls will be an important reference index for the security policy of companies which manage the information security management system based on Cloud service.
서론
A.6.1: Internal organization (8) 3 A.6.2: External parties (3) 2 A.7.1: Responsibility for assets (3) A.7.2: Information classification (2) A.8.1: Prior to employment (3) A.8.2: During employment (3) A.8.3: Termination or change of employment (3) A.9.1: Secure areas (6) A.9.2: Equipment security (7) A.10.1: Operational procedures and responsibilities (4) A.10.2: Third party service delivery management (3) A.10.3: System planning and acceptance (2) A.10.4: Protection against malicious and mobile code (2) A.10.5: Back-up (1) A.10.6: Network security management (2) A.10.7: Media handling (4) 1 A.10.8: Exchange of information (5) 1 A.10.9: Electronic commerce services (3) A.10.10: Monitoring (6) A.11.1: Business requirement for access control (1) A.11.2: User access management (4) A.11.3: User responsibilities (3) A.11.4: Network access control (7) 5 A.11.5: Operating system access control (6) A.11.6: Application and information access control (2) 1 A.11.7: Mobile computing and teleworking (2) A.12.1: Security requirements of information systems (1) A.12.2: Correct processing in applications (4) 4 A.12.3: Cryptographic controls (2) A.12.4: Security of system files (3) A.12.5: Security in development and support processes (5) 1 A.12.6: Technical Vulnerability Management (1) A.13.1: Reporting information security events and weaknesses (2) A.13.2: Management of information security incidents and improvements (3) A.14.1: Information security aspects of business continuity management (5) A.15.1: Compliance with legal requirements (6) 
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